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As the exclusive U.S. retailer for Mach & Mach, Nordstrom's Center Stage capsule features shoes, handbags, accessories and a newly-released RTW collection inspired by a Y2K fantasy

Beginning today through April 3, we invite our customers to immerse themselves in the newest Center Stage pop-up from Mach & Mach at Nordstrom NYC. The Center Stage shop has been transformed into a dreamy, Y2K fantasy-themed universe complete with wavy pink gradient archways, Lucite, and mirrors. Customers will have the opportunity to shop a range of exclusive pieces from Mach & Mach's party chic apparel and accessories featuring their glittering signature bows.

The Mach & Mach Center Stage will feature exclusive and newly released ready-to-wear pieces including embellished blazers, skirts, tops and minidresses, alongside a selection of completely new styles of handbags, jewelry, belts and shoes with satin, PVC and crystallized details. Mach & Mach is a statement-making brand centered on glam, and this extraordinary collaboration is no exception. 

"We are incredibly excited to be partnering with Nordstrom on their Center Stage pop-up. This marks the first time a U.S. department store will house our full collection of RTW, footwear, accessories and jewelry. We're excited to share our shiny and colorful designs in an environment that perfectly echoes our brand vision, one that is heavily influenced by Y2K fashion," Nina & Gvantsa Macharashvili, MACH & MACH co-founders

"We are excited to highlight the glittering world of Mach & Mach through our latest Center Stage at Nordstrom NYC," says Rickie De Sole, Women's Designer Fashion and Editorial Director at Nordstrom. "We look forward to introducing customers to our exclusive capsule of the brand's signature statement-making shoes and have them experience the brand's ready-to-wear collection for the first time."

In addition to the NYC Flagship and Nordstrom.com, the exclusive capsule collection and elements of the pop-up and will be available in six select cities, in the U.S. and Canada, beginning March 7.

●    Nordstrom South Coast Plaza (Costa Mesa, CA)
●    Nordstrom Scottsdale Fashion Square (Scottsdale, AZ)
●    Nordstrom  Fashion Valley (San Diego, CA)
●    Nordstrom Aventura Mall (Aventura, FL)
●    Nordstrom Pacific Centre (Vancouver, BC)
●    Nordstrom Westfield Topanga (Canoga Park, CA)

https://www.nordstrom.com/sr?origin=keywordsearch&keyword=mach%20%26%20mach&position=1&typein=Mach



